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Imaging Hall of Fame Recap

Did you know: Job Postings Webpage

Did you know: CIS maintains a Job Opportunities webpage, that lists openings in Imaging Color/Photo Science. If you find any positions coming from the hiring companies and/or from fellow alumni, ask specifically for our students and graduates! In addition, RIT's Office of Career Services can also help with assistance to find RIT alumni, and has access to the most extensive database of opportunities!

If you know of any opportunities where you work, please send them to challenges@rit.edu so that we can be posted on our website and shared with fellow alumni!

CIS Imaging Connection

Did you know that CIS maintains an extensive resources to help alumni find positions.

Finding Dr. Livingstone: Conference

CIS Assoc. Prof. Dr. John Kerekes featured in the Victorian Technology and tenacity reveal a fulfilling career for Dr. Ricardo Toledo

CIS PhD Student Sid Khullar a Crown Spotlight

Dr. Ricardo Toledo (left), a 2005 Imaging Science graduate, was recently featured in a��得National Institutes of Health funding for his "Understanding the microstructure of human blood vessels" project. The research was presented at the 2011 American Heart Association National Conference. In an interview with the Victorian Daily Times, Dr. Toledo stated that his work has the potential to provide doctors with a new way to look at the blood vessels of patients with heart disease. Dr. Toledo is currently a research scientist at the Royal Melbourne Hospital, where he is affiliated with the St. Matthew's Orphanage Center in Myanmar.

The Upstairs, the "We're always looking for ways to increase the number of people who are aware of what we're doing. We're trying to make sure that our work is accessible to the general public," said Dr. Toledo. The laboratory conduct research on the microstructure of blood vessels and the potential applications in the treatment of cardiovascular disease. In the future, Dr. Toledo hopes to expand his research to include a wider range of diseases and conditions. He also plans to continue his collaborations with other researchers to further develop and validate new methods.

Congratulations, Ricardo!
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